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Executive Summary
Technology forms the bedrock of any shared
mobility service. And the decision between going
all in (build-your-own) versus partnering with an
expert Software-as-a-Service provider (also called
SaaS) is one of the most important considerations
in any operators’ strategic roadmap. We have
learned this from being involved in over 60 shared
mobility projects worldwide and by partnering
with nearly 50 shared mobility technology
providers.

Buy
(SaaS)

This whitepaper is aimed at leaving you better
informed in navigating the ‘Build or Buy?’ decision.
We would argue that as of January 2021, there
is even a third option called SCL (Source Code
Licensing).
Depending on your team expertise and your
strategic objectives, you will have an advantage to
go with one or the other.

Build
(In-house development)

Source Code Licensing
(SCL)

+ Reduced go-to-market
timelines
+ Tap into the business model
expertise and consultation
support
+ Affordable to start on a
budget

+ Allows hyper-local, costeffective customizations
+ Better control over product
and features
+ Key value proposition for
funding and valuation

+ Reasonably quick launch
timelines
+ Control features and data
access
+ Access to previous
operational expertise
(SCL provider) based on
their background

– Limited control or access
over operator data
– Limited room to modify the
product
– Always a one-size-fits-all
model that never fits every
local scenario

– Building out a product team
is costly, it takes commitment
– Little room for trial ‘n error
approach in competitive
markets
– Finding the right talent can
be tricky

– Tech preferences may vary
(code quality, style)
– Not a great fit for
new business models
(trailblazers)
– Potentially not as ‘valued’
as complete in-house
development tech for
investors

Who is it for?
• Second-movers that want
to accelerate go-to-market,
especially entering an
already competitive market
• Small sized fleet operators
(<50 vehicles)

• Trailblazers that create
unique products for their
market Multi-city operators
with fleets >50 vehicles that
need more control
• Entrepreneurs that have a
strategic interest in increasing
their company’s valuation

• Second-movers that want to
jump start operations yet still
exercising control over the
product.
• Multi-city operators with
fleets >50 vehicles and have
a capable tech-team to take
over the code.
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We also identified four key strategic considerations and recommendations that
you want to keep in mind:

80%
20%

No market is the same, a SaaS or SCL will only ever give you 80% of all features. 20% is
unique and you can either do that critical portion outside of SaaS (manual operations,
generally) or buy the 80% through source code licensing and build the rest.

Shared mobility runs on tech. And it is ‘niche-y’ tech (not like your typical mailing list
provider that you can easily switch). Handing the controls over to an outside party is a
long-term decision. You absolutely need to factor in the risk involved. Basically, you’re
banking on their well-being!

Data is the new oil! And oil needs to be refined to understand the market and your
business. Both are key not only for building that 20% which helps achieve financial
success but also for attracting strategic investments.

Financially speaking, do you see your tech as an asset or a liability? Cost structures vary
based on your strategic direction i.e. is the vision of the company that tech spearheads
valuation? Geographical locations matters. Government regulations and restrictions
impact your operational costs which many-a-times crop up unexpectedly.
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Background
Technology is the backbone to any shared
mobility project, no matter what vehicle the
service is using. SaaS providers deliver solutions
that power shared cars, bikes, e-mopeds or other
transport vehicles. Prior to the pandemic mobility
startups were the darlings of venture capital firms
that attracted $395 billion in investments. So no
wonder that the shared mobility SaaS platform
space exploded in the last 10 years. Where there
were only a handful of providers available in 2010,
as of February 2021 movmi has 50 providers in its
technology database, not including platforms that
are built in-house such as ShareNow’s, Sixt’s, Bird’s
or Lime’s.

(e.g. Revel, ekar, EVO) started with licensing a
SaaS platform but slowly transitioned (or are
transitioning) their tech stack in-house. It provides
them with more control over the product direction,
specialized features they need for their market
or product offering. But - often more importantly
- it positions them differently from a fundraising
perspective. Carshare, bikeshare and scootershare
providers are providing mobility services. Yet
many funding opportunities are tied to providing
innovative technology. Unsurprisingly that resulted
in many operators (e.g. Bird, Uber, Lime or Turo)
building in-house technology which allows them
to be labelled as technology providers .

movmi has been involved in more than 60 shared
mobility projects world-wide and in the majority
of the cases we were brought on board to guide
the technology and product strategy decisions.
If SaaS is the choice we generally provide actual
vendor reviews and recommendations. We
have seen that the most successful of our clients

This report looks at the age-old debate of build or
buy and discusses the re-emerging trend of SCL as
an alternative. We interviewed 13 executives and
senior management team members that have
been involved in strategic product and technology
decisions for carshare or micromobility operators.

Background of expert interviews:

Vancouver

Munich
Vienna

Seattle

Madrid
Austin

New Delhi
Dubai

Santiago

These interviews helped map out the benefits and challenges for both options, but more importantly the
analysis highlights four of the most important decision points to opt for one or the other.
As always, the final report underwent a peer-review by two industry experts with deep technical expertise.
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Analysis
Existing solutions didn’t really fit because of
the (industry-first) business process, smart
phone access and the scale of operations. We
were the trailblazers. We had no choice but to
build it ourselves.
- car2go, Former CPO
What if there was no choice? Consider carsharing
10+ years back. The tech and shared mobility
market was not as mature as it is now. And the
few SaaS platform providers that were out there
had an attitude of ‘my way or the highway’. In the
last decade there has been an uptake of shared
mobility globally, with many new operators, OEMs
and other automotive players testing the waters.
We saw new business models and successful
expansion in Europe, North America and Asia,
but also the typical ‘inspiration-drawn’ models
replicated in emerging markets such as India,
Africa and LatAM. Shared Mobility SaaS grew in
popularity and remains the perfect tool for that.
Considering dipping your feet in the water?
Quickly launching in a couple of cities?
Bootstrapping? Go SaaS.
- ShareNow, Former CEO

80%
20%

The 80-20 Rule

Mobility solutions have three key stakeholders:
end customers, operators and the city or region.
Most successful players in this field are the ones
that operate majorly at the intersection of these
stakeholder relationships. While scalability is one
of the success factors for any successful business,
at least in the shared mobility space, services need
to be hyper-local. These ‘hyper-local’ requirements
can range from the form factor of the vehicle to
city travel patterns to user preferences.
Speaking of user preferences, shared mobility
solutions heavily rely on delivering a stateof-the-art, seamless accessible and user
friendly experience. This has a huge bearing on
business growth and hence interests company
shareholders (or potential investors) too. Providing
exceptional user experience and simplifying
operational processes, leans heavily on the right
technology platform for the service.

The ever evolving shared mobility space has
created a plethora of innovative SaaS providers
who are experts in technology and shared
mobility products. Many operators find it practical
to outsource this part, especially in the beginning.
As an operator, SaaS helps you in accelerating
your go-to-market time and your service will
be user-ready with the majority of the globally
tested and accepted features (the 80%). SaaS
providers typically find themselves delicately
balancing between a generic feature base
platform (global standards and features) and
individual requests from different providers that
may only prove to be useful in one geography.
These specific requirements that help the platform
evolve in unison with local business needs, require
dedicated developer teams, which many SaaS
providers don’t find feasible to allocate.
Which is why the more impactful localized
features will take a backseat (20%) on their
roadmap. But this 20% is the most valuable
in order to create that unique differentiation
between previous shared/new mobility
solutions that may have been launched or
existing competition/new entrants in the same
market. This uniquely localized tech also proves
handy in providing flexibility which results in
better partnerships with cities and other local
organizations.

You understand where the weak forms of the
platform are and learn from it. Once you have
it inhouse, you not only have control over the
product but also the resource. You can make
360deg adjustments to it if you like.
- ekar, VP Operations & Product
ekar - the first free floating carshare launched
in the middle east (UAE) - is a perfect example
of the importance of the 20% in creating
differentiations and market value that help
strengthen investor relationships. At the end of
2020, ekar was the first in the market to offer a
tech-based car subscription model. In 2020, when
the pandemic struck, there was a real necessity to
innovate quickly and adapt to the changing user
patterns. Most of the successful initiatives were
led by local teams who could quickly pivot around
an idea to test and eventually scale profitably.
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ekar is a great example of an organization that
subscribed to a ready-to-market SaaS at launch,
then slowly and over time customizing certain
pieces of the product and eventually migrating
completely to an in-house solution.
Another example is that of MyKeego - a station
based car sharing in Buenos Aires (Argentina) in
partnership with Ford - where this agility helped
the team in experimenting with longer term
rentals on the same platform and capitalizing
on the new norms of the COVID-19 impacted
mobility preferences.
Customization is not a choice when you think
about sustaining and growing your shared
mobility business. In other words, the ‘20%’ is a
must. 6 years and 60 shared mobility projects
later, as movmi we are yet to witness a SaaS
platform that comes equipped with all the
intricacies required to successfully operate a
particular shared mobility service. And these
intricacies go much beyond the look and feel
of the solution. You need to consider local
preferences even for integrations such as.
navigation and wayfinding, parking, connectivity
etc. All of which are required right from launchday for even proven operational models.
Other than flexibility in introducing new business
models and ensuring custom integrations, one of
the key performance metrics in shared mobility
services - utilization - relies heavily on travel
behaviour or patterns. History shows that mobility
patterns are the most difficult to change. These
are driven by ‘sticky’ habits. Other than lifealtering events (e.g. the COVID-19 pandemic),
seamlessly promoting a new mobility solution
based on certain incentives is an effective way.
These incentives that drive mobility behaviour
are highly local and even vary based on target
demographics/communities. Your tech needs to
be agile to tackle these challenges.
SaaS providers can’t fulfill our standards and
match customer satisfaction levels. We’ve
been in the customer service business for a
100 years now. Nobody can do it better for us
than us.
- SixT, Product Manager

The Risk: High stake decision and the
risks associated with it
Shared mobility services in operation for a longer
term perform better. And the foundation to being
in the market for a long time, is first and foremost
providing a reliable service to users. Reliability in
turn comes with a certain size of fleet and a solid
tech stack that makes the offer superior because
of its convenience for end users. Which then drives
utilization and therefore profitability.
Tech cost model (buy) usually supports the
operator during initial (bootstrap) launch and the
first phase of growth. Most SaaS providers are
open to supporting a new business in this budgetconscious phase and do so with lower starting
up prices. When operational revenue stabilizes,
the SaaS pricing model allows the vendors to
recover some of it. A SaaS relationship gets you
into a longer term contract with technology which
can be beneficial or detrimental to your business
- depending on whether or not there are delays
for customizations or issues with service levels
and uptime. Which in turn depends on the tech
provider themselves. Although a longer-term
contract will have the SaaS provider vested in your
operations, there are non trivial risks associated
with that.
Once you have it in-house you don’t rely on a
third party’s state of business. It’s a great risk
basing it on that, if they go under, how do you
support operations and growth!
- eKar, VP Operations and Product
SaaS providers also rely on integrated third
party solutions to support their functionalities.
Depending on the state of health of all such
businesses in the value chain, if one of them
falls out unable to support growth, it can impact
operations majorly. Another area of risk is
attributed to the dynamics of mergers especially
around the technology business. For instance,
after Metavera was acquired by Enterprise Car
Rental, the company issued service termination
notices to all operators who were using the
platform for carsharing. At the time, operators
such as Respiro, Carrot,WeCar, ZazaCar were
left stranded and they had to migrate to other
SaaS platform providers (eg Mobiag, GoTo or
Modo Engage). Some of the larger carshare
organizations were acquired as part of the deal
(eg Philly Car Share, IGo Carshare or Autoshare).
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Access to Data: Difference between
promise and reality
Our data showed us specific mobility patterns
differences between our male and female
members. And were quickly able to customize
the solution, offerings and support levels
towards achieving higher satisfaction levels.
- MyKeego, CTO & Co-founder
Data, as Clive Humby said in 2016, is the new
oil. What he meant is that data, like oil, must be
purified and transformed to turn it into useful
services or products. In the mobility space,
data and the derived insights have one of the
highest (if not the highest) strategic value to
the businesses. Since mobility deals with ever
changing patterns and preferences, as an
operator it is imperative to stay on top of them.
Actionable insights are derived only from a
comprehensive understanding of datasets that
you possess - not just reports.
Most of the SaaS agreements ensure that shared
mobility operators own the data that they collect.
However, having access to the data is a different
story: operators generally can access dashboards
or reports through the platform, but rarely the raw
data. Nobody understands the intricacies of the
operations better than the operators themselves.
Hence we have seen that they are the best experts
to analyze raw data from scratch. Many-a-times
this proves to be a herculean task when on a 3rd
party SaaS platform.
As operators you know that shared mobility relies
on unit economics which in turn depends on
thorough insights from day-to-day operational
data. Case in point - ReachNow, BMW’s carshare
venture in North America that eventually was
merged with car2go under the ShareNow brand.
During their early days of operations in North
America, they found it challenging to validate the
data of the daily reports that their SaaS platform
provider compiled. They mismatched what the
team saw on the ground and what they measured
manually. This raised real concerns around data
validity. Eventually ReachNow gained access to
their raw data by building a middle layer and a
data lake.

improvements and highlighting their unique value
proposition to stakeholders.
We needed something specific to EVs. There
wasn’t anything in the market (and still is a
big gap) at the time. We knew our efficiencies
in operations and providing a fantastic EV
experience will be driven by millions of miles
of EV data and insights. It was a no brainer.
- UFO Drive, Head of Commercial
Data is truly today’s oil and unsurprisingly,
investors love it. Actual ownership of data is
an important factor in business valuations as a
strategic value added.
The Cost: Asset or liability, which one is it
for you?
Cost of technology has a long-term impact
on shared mobility operations: An option that
looks financially very attractive during your
bootstrapping phase might not be feasible
when things get bigger, you want to scale yet
still offer a stable service. Similarly, it is easy to
become distracted by growth just to realize tech
costs creeping up. It is imperative to consider
the implications of tech on your financials when
scaling your operations as well.
Launch

Scale- up

Opportunity costs
Time-to-market
Data & integration
UX design & feature list
Scalability
Support & maintenance
Market-driven UX upgrades
Applying cost considerations across phases in a typical shared mobility
business lifecycle

Mobility operators who own the data have
virtually endless ways of determining the best
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The carsharing business model has its roots
in Europe which then was adopted in North
America. Since the tech boom in Silicon Valley and
the emergence of smartphone culture, most of
the global carsharing technology (SaaS) providers
are from these two markets. For the last decade,
new mobility including carsharing has been off
the charts in emerging markets such as LATAM,
South-East Asia and Africa. Owing to the steep
conversion rates of USD and Euro, many operators
from such emerging markets have been priced
out of these European/North American SaaS
platforms. So providers in emerging markets
have been forced to explore local solutions or
build their own: After all, these markets are rich
in talent. Even if you budget the initial cost of a
SaaS, customizations are big cost drivers because
generally SaaS providers have development
teams in their home country. MyKeego (Argentina)
agrees to the transaction charges that -with
increased success of the business - slowly crept
up and impacted the bottomline. Having inhouse
expertise helps as it not only works out to be less
expensive, but gives flexibility and at the required
time.

User experience is of prime importance. Users
rent your vehicle not the App. Technology is an
enabler and attracts investment, hence needs
to be flexible and under your control.
- qQuick and Ghoom, CEO & Co-founder
In many cases, this customization gives you the
strategic advantage and a potentially increased
valuation too. And more so, if the region has next
to no local SaaS providers, your local expertise
adds to the value and acts as an entry barrier for
newer players in the same market.
qQuick - an electric moped sharing service in India
- took the inhouse route after thoroughly studying
the shared mobility global industry. Although unit
economics wasn’t the number one decision factor
to move in house, for a market such as India it
made little sense to be paying a global expert for
customizations which might be more than just the
typical 20% of the feature list. The services must
be suitable to the target market demographics
at the same time not chipping away a major
portion of the revenue. The team at qQuick even
went a step further to build their own hardware
(telematics). Financial feasibility (unit economics)
is the first rule in any business. And shared
mobility is no exception.
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Benefits Vs Challenges
The two tables below outline the benefits and challenges of buying a SaaS or building your own
technology. The stars next to each point highlight how many times it was mentioned during our
interviews:
= 7 or more times,
= 4-6 times and less than 3 times.
BUY / SAAS
+ Reduced go-to-market timelines. Especially
compared to building a solution up from
scratch {
}

– Limited control and/or free access over
operator data. {
}

+ Affordable to start on a budget. Far lesser
need for affront resource (manpower)
investment. Building a capable tech/dev team
costs more esp when the founding members
have limited tech background. {
}

– Flexibility trade-off. Limited room to modify
product/solution. Service may need to fit-in
with the SaaS. {
}

+ Tap into global/regional expertise in the
business model and for consultation
support {
}

– Limits innovation and piloting business
models which are driven by market or other
externalities (e.g. since COVID-19 inhouse
build shared mobility solutions could pivot
quicker to supporting last mile delivery
services) {
}

+ Core focus remains on operations/business
while tech upgrades and improvements are
outsourced { }

– Never a one size fits all model. Always needs
localized customization. {
}

+ Robust and reliable devops processes and
expertise { }

– Cost becomes less advantageous with scale
of operations and level of customizations (viz.
scope creep). {
}

+ Bound by SLA, providers ensure minimal
disruption to your business { }

– Competing demands from multiple clients
may delay your business roadmap. Does the
highest bidder win? {
}

+ ‘Rise’ with the update tide and partnerships.
Strategic partnerships (e.g. user verification
3rd party integrations) benefit your business
and are typically at marginal costs. { }

– Culture clashes between internal and external
teams especially to understand regional /local
mobility requirements and behaviour {
}
– Current EU or NA based SaaS providers
generally are cost prohibitive in emerging
shared mobility markets such as South East
Asia, LATAM and Africa { }
– Risk of strategic business decisions by the 3rd
party provider to change course/direction { }
– Risk factor associated with changing political
relationships between SaaS and country
of operation (e.g. data server, fluctuating
currency valuations) { }
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BUILD / IN HOUSE
+ Allows hyper local customizations. Cost
effective and timely. {
}

– Typically takes longer go-to-market
timelines. {
}

+ Owing to better control over product and
features you’re able to pivot faster and build
a competitive edge in the market (e.g. new
business model, better integration, leading
UX etc.) {
}

– Long term commitment. Building out a
technology/product team is costly, it’s an all-in
decision. {
}

+ Better integrated tech team. Aligned
firmly with company vision and goals. Less
disconnect in larger priorities. {
}

– A steep hill to climb at the start. Little room
for trial and error approach in competitive
markets. {
}

+ Key for funding and valuation. Building up
an in-house tech team increases in-house IP
which is favored by strategic investors. {
}

– Talent can be tricky. The right mix of
operational, business and tech expertise is
quite difficult. Often needs to be a trade-off
and building in-house expertise will need
‘experiential learning’ time. {
}

+ Scores great on long term reliability and
stability, depending on the team. {
}

– Customizations can be detrimental. Need
control over prioritization against a business
case to optimize cost vs time of
updates. {
}

+ Ability to build a modular framework and
integrate into existing or newer systems (e.g.
CRM, AR/AP) {
}

– Relies on in-house expertise (dev leads) to be
committed over a longer term. { }

+ Flexibility for testing new business models and
integrations {
}

– Needs continual focus. Solution will need
more maintenance, refresh versions,
updates. { }

+ Potential new future revenue stream as
SaaS {
}

– Expansion and growth demands time and
cost. Solution might not be built for multimarket/international markets (incl. Multilingual UX, time zones, regional tax
structures etc.) { }
– Higher risk to release bugs, issues into the
real world, because of a less robust devops
processes { }
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Conclusion
Undoubtedly, technology has enabled the
widespread adoption of shared mobility projects
worldwide and it will continue to fuel the future
evolution of this space. With the commoditization
of shared mobility tech, the decision of build
vs buy depends on many factors including the
strategic priorities of the operator.
In-house
Technology Team
Build in-house

Source Code Licensing

tailoring the critical differentiation elements
(20%) bits creates a great balance. This isn’t
always a choice and depends on the market
maturity (e.g. EVO car share in Vancouver would
have practically lost the race if they had decided
to build their tech from scratch considering
they had to play catch-up with a bigger, more
established car2go in the city). Of course, for all
the trailblazers (e.g. car2go pioneered the global
free-floating carshare space), the ones seeking
free access to data and/or control over offerings
(features) and if tech is a leverage to increase
company valuation - go build it.
Could there be a third way? Yes - Source Code
Licensing (SCL)

Buy Saas

Launch
timeline

Buy (SaaS)
Time-to-market is one of the top priorities (if not
‘the’ priority) for the operator. Focus is on learning
the nitty-gritty of (shared mobility) operations
which needs to happen without being distracted
by designing and building the tech. SaaS works
great for testing existing business models (maybe
with some localization) in newer markets. That
way the operator may focus on testing the
concept before committing tech investments. Tech
building needs specialized talent. With the help
of a SaaS expert, a new business idea need not
be quelled for want of an in-house tech-expert.
After all, the key word here is ‘specialized’ which
needs operational know-how in addition to a tech
background. Lastly, for relatively smaller scale
operations (e.g. less than 50 vehicles) SaaS is a
great choice.
Build (In-house)

Similar to the 80-20 approach, SCL allows
the operator to leverage a solid base. For
customizations and if the strategic direction hints
towards building in-house tech in the future, SCL
allows the in-house team to take over the code.
That way it’s faster-to-market and with a familiar
operational functionality to build on - best of both
worlds? Mighty close.
SCL isn’t new in the tech space. It has been around
for some time and even preferred for applications
in banking (fintech) for instance where customer
security and data are of utmost importance. In
the shared mobility space it has bubbled up at the
end of 2020 with Mobiag and INVERS offering
their code in a SCL model.
Differentiation potential lies in user
experience (UX) for operators who want
to offer a unique brand experience and
maintain operational efficiencies. Reliable
API infrastructure is greatly used as a
foundation to develop their own software.
- INVERS, CEO

Centered around building differentiation and
scaling with growth in demand remain two
important considerations for operators choosing
to build their tech in-house. Depending on initial
access to in-house resources, ‘getting inspired’
by a solid base (80%) from a SaaS platform and
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SCL practically lets you leapfrog the dev-from-scratch phase into the improving on a solid base version.
It, however, depends on the foundation and base it’s modeled on. Ideally a SaaS provider that has
had global shared mobility experience or even an operator with on-the-ground operational expertise
over the years in a couple of markets. It is especially valuable if the technology stack is built supporting
modular architecture and APIs are thoroughly built out and with proper documentation. The quality of
this code base sets the foundation for the ideal head start with little to no dependence on an external
vendor. Not just the initial development, operators opting for an SCL model also get the benefit
of regular updates and depending on the expanse of the platform provider, this will be a welcome
benchmarking exercise in the tech roadmap. Financially speaking, apart from the initial development
ramp up costs, operators stand to benefit from lower costs (compared to SaaS) particularly when
scaling to larger fleets. Additionally, the ability to have multiple asset classes and business models on
the same platform can lower unit costs for diversified operators.
SCL gives you complete control over the tech and data. We walk them through the initial
deployment (phase) on their own cloud servers and after the initial configuration, we ensure
to allocate resources to support growth and maintenance as needed.
- Mobiag, CEO
Well nothing’s perfect. Taking over the source codes might have challenges based on specific tech
preferences viz., code quality, even the style - both of which are favorites with any tech-expert. And
the background of the (SCL) platform provider is the key. Even more than for a SaaS provider, the SCL
provider’s experience could make or break the ‘head start’ promise.
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Case Study: How ZITY moved from SaaS to
SCL and why?
ZITY launched in 2018 Madrid using a SaaS carsharing platform. Without any previous experience
in carsharing, SaaS offered lots of advantages with time to market being one of the most important
ones. It allowed ZITY to launch on time with a robust and reliable platform at the right price. ZITY and
the SaaS provider collaborated very closely throughout the years which is why ZITY became one of
the biggest carsharing players in Madrid and in Paris - with a real distinct customer experience. ZITY
subscribed 370.000 users and manages a fleet of 1.300 cars. By the end of 2019, ZITY was close to
hitting break-even.
Then the pandemic hit: and everything changed! ZITY had to stop service in Madrid and Paris and
paused its expansion plans. It was time to go back to the drawing board and re-analyze the way ZITY
wanted to grow. A SaaS contract model has advantages, but one of the biggest difficulties is the lack
of flexibility. The pandemic required quick adjustments and pivots to the business model. New features
and adaptation were needed to still provide a useful service to users. ZITY wanted to use its assets in a
different way to minimize the impact of Coronavirus.
ZITY learned a lot of things during 2020 - the company failed and succeeded. And after a deep
analysis ZITY decided that a SaaS model wouldn’t allow the company to reach its goals. One of ZITY’s
cornerstone of doing business is constant improvement of all operational aspects. Which is why ZITY
decided to seek a Source Code Licensing (SCL) partner as a first step to move towards technological
independence: own the platform, own the team and ultimately own the product roadmap.
ZITY decided to go SCL because it needed to build on a solid platform to migrate its large user base and
fleet. ZITY also realized that a development team was required to guarantee success of the transition
and we hired a great team of developers. The team customized and updated the SCL platform so it
was ready for the migration. ZITY had access to new features but also built non-existing ones that were
required to operated ZITY. The result of this combination is excellent!
Moving from SaaS to SCL wasn’t easy, but ZITY did it. They are at the point where they can build their
future and re-invent themselves if it’s needed.

If I can give one piece of advice for anyone considering SCL: Invest time and resources to
understand the SCL platform foundation because that’s the key to success for your business
going forward.
SCL is not a plug and play use case as SaaS is. No matter how good the SCL platform is, you will
need an excellent team to adapt and develop it. 50% of the success is linked to the source code
you buy, but the other 50% depends on your team, your business knowledge, the investment you
will make to develop the platform. And, of course, how it fits with your business model.
- CEO, ZITY
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movmi: movmi is an award winning, WBE Canada certified (Women Only Business Certification)
boutique agency specialised in Shared Mobility Architecture: the planning, implementation and launch
of new shared mobility services such as carsharing, micromobility or Mobility-as-Service.
Our services span research, analysis & business case modelling, and the co-creation of new shared
mobility services. To date we have been involved in over 60 shared mobility projects worldwide.
Our team has deep expertise in all aspects of shared mobility architecture, but specifically technology
stacks. In the majority of cases we have helped our clients either build the right product and tech stack
or choose the right SaaS platform. If you want to learn more, please contact us at info@movmi.net.
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